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ABSTRACT

We describe in some detail four beamlines proposed for the National

Synchrotron Light Source UV ring at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Three

grazing-incidence instruments, one of the plane grating Mijake type and two

with toroidal gratings at grazing angles of 2%° and 15° are described. Two

normal incidence instruments, one using the source as entrance slit and

accepting 75 milliradians horizontally are also discussed. In each case we

have estimated the output fluxes expected from such beamlines.
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1. Introduction

This paper describes four beamlines devised for installation on the National

Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) UV ring. Three of the four lines (U2, U3, and

0*4) use nornal incidence monochromators, U4 having access to the synchrotron radi-

ation through a LiF window. Beamline Ul incorporates three grazing incidence

instruments, one using a plane grating and two using toroidal gratings. The NSLS

UV ring which is designed to run at 0.7 GeV with 1 amp. stored current has a bend-

ing radius of 1.91 meters giving it a critical wavelength of about 32JL Up to 90

ailliradians (horizontal) x 10 ailliradians (vertical) of radiation opening angle

are available from each of the 16 beamlines. Since the light source has such a

small vertical beam size (FWHM ~ .2mm) and high brightness, it is often attractive

to use the source itself as a monochromator entrance slit. The savings in beam-

line hardware and reflection losses are often very considerable. Three of the

four beamlines described employ this approach. The high brightness remains an

advantage even if a collection mirror is used, however, helping to minimize the

losses at entrance slits for instruments of high resolution.

2* Grazing Incidence Beamline Ul

This line is divided into three, one of which (20 milliradians) is spare.

It is shown schematically in Fig. 1. U1A intercepts 5 mradians horizontally with

an 86° angle of incidence pre-mirror at 10 meters from the source. This mirror

is made up of four segments of spherical figure and focuses mainly in the hori-

zontal plane. Detailed ray tracing indicates that such a mirror will give ade-

quate image quality and large cost saving compared to an aspheric mirror some .75

meters long. The horizontal focus is arranged to occur at the sample position

i.e. 150a» after the monochromator exit slit and is < lmm wide. 2.5 meters from

th* pre-airror the radiation is dispersed downwards in the vertical plane by a

(12)plan* grating . The dispersed beam is th<

(horizontal) exit slit by a parabolic mirror.

(12)plan* grating . The dispersed beam is then collected and focussed on the
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The gratings have a rectangular/profile^ ' . These ao-called "laminar"

gratings have a "wavelength of maximum efficiency" (A. ) very like a blaze. X

can be chosen at will by correct choice of the groove depth and angle of incidence

for a given groove density. Once the groove depth has been chosen X becomes a

function of a. It turns out by good fortune that in negative order with a gold

coated 600 lines/mm grating, X is roughly the same function of a as L , where

X. is the typical wavelength covered by range j over which reflection filtering

of second and higher orders occur, and which extends from X./2 to 2X,. The in-

strument is designed to work in several "ranges" and the above discovery means

that one grating can cover several such ranges and never be far off blaze. Within

a given range the post-mirror remains stationary and the grating is rotated with a

sine bar arrangement such that the linear position of a drive rod is directly pro-

portional to wavelength.

Six ranges are envisaged for the instrument and their properties are listed

in table 1. The best resolution with the source as entrance slit is .013A. Esti-

mated fluxes for the various ranges are presented in Fig. 4.

Beamline UlB (Fig. 1) houses two toroidal grating monochromators (TUM's) one

vertically above the other and sharing a common target point. The upper TGM has

an 87.5 angle of incidence and collects 3 milliradians horizontally. The source

is used as entrance slit and the grating is the only beamline optical component.

The resolution is intended to be 2eV. The lower TQi has unit magnification pre

and post mirrors and collects IS milliradians horizontally. Two gratings are used

to give a wavelength range from 80-320A with .25A resolution and from 320 - 1680A

with ~ 1A resolution. Estimates of the output fluxes from these instruments are

shown in Figs. 5 and 6.

Depending on the requirements of a particular experiment it is possible that

different TGM configurations will be required. For example for some experiments

such as photoemission it may be desirable to design the instrument for constant



energy, rather than wavelength resolution. Fig. 6 comparts fluxes from two TGM's,

one designed for constant energy and one designed for constant wavelength resolu-

tion. It turns out that if the grating from the AX instrument were masked down

to achieve AE * O.leV, the output flux would be much lower than the AE instru-

(4)•entv . Clearly any choice of instrument must involve considerations of flux

and resolution.

The general philosophy regarding TGM's is to design these instruments in such

c way that »lit to grating distances and angles of incidence may fairly readily

be changed to accommodate different optimization schemes. The designs presented

here should therefore be regarded as illustrative examples.

3. Normal Incidence Beamlines U2 and U3

The two beamlines U2 and U3 are identical. Each has a 3.5 meter normal inci-

dence monochromator which uses the source as an entrance slit . The beam is

collected by three plane pre-mirrors which superpose their respective sources to

a common source point. Since the total number of milliradians collected is 75,

the tri-mirror arrangement is necessary to reduce the effective source size and

maintain resolution. As shown in Fig. 2, the pre-mirrors also serve to direct

the emerging beam away from the storage ring. With a .2mm source and a 3600X/mn

grating, the resolution is ~ ,2A. Some flux estimates are shown in Fig. 7.

4. LiF Windowed Beamline U4

This line is divided into two, each of which has a commercial Czerny-Turner

0.5 aeter monochromator installed (Fig. 3). In each case the radiation is inter-

cepted by a plane mirror which collects some 40 milliradians. This light is

focussed through a LiF window onto the entrance slit of the monochromator with a

magnification of 0.5. Beamline U4A has the monochromator installed with vertical

dispersion, while U4B has horizontal dispersion^ , the choices being made solely

on the basis of convenience for the experimental chambers. Estimated fluxes are

presented in Fig. 8.
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Figure Captions

1. Schematic layout of NSLS beamline Ul.

2. Schematic layout of NSLS beamline U2.

3. Schematic layout of NSLS beamline U4.

4. Estimated output flux from the Mijake type plane grating monochromator in

beamline Ul. The numbers refer to the ranges defined in table I.

5. Output flux estimated from the 2.S TGM in beamline Ul.

6. Output flux estimated from 15° TGM's in beamline Ul. Solid line - instrument

designed for constant energy resolution. Dashed line - instrument designed

for constant wavelength resolution.

7. Estimated output flux from beamlines U2 and U3 for two gratings.

8. Estimated output flux for three gratings for beamline U4.
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